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PAIRING AND PSEUDOGAPIN DOPED ANTIFERROMAGNETS�P. WróbelInstitute for Low Temperature and Struture ResearhP.O.Box 1410, 50-950 Wroªaw 2, PolandR. EderInstitut fü Theoretishe Physik, Universität WürzburgAm Hubland, 97074 Würzburg, Germanyand R. MinasInstitute of Physis, A. Mikiewiz UniversityUmuªtowska 85, 61-614 Pozna«, Poland(Reeived July 10, 2002)An e�etive Hamiltonian representing propagation and interation ofspin polarons forming in weakly doped antiferromgnets is derived. The sys-tems beomes superonduting upon doping. Paring may be attributed tokineti energy saving due to a partiular type of motion of a spin bipolaron,whih orresponds to reep of a line onsisting of defets in the antiferro-magneti spin bakground whih onnets two holes. That line moves byshrinking and expanding at opposite ends. The kineti energy term in theHamiltonian is e�etive at all stages of this proess, and the term relatedto the magneti exhange does not have to intervene, not like in the aseof a single propagating hole, whih lowers the kineti ontribution to theenergy. The e�etive attration is strongest in the undoped system wherethe antiferromagneti order is most robust, but the superonduting orderparameter vanishes when the doping parameter dereases whih should beattributed to emptying the spin polaron band and approahing the Mottinsulator phase. Sine the normal phase representing a gas of single spinpolarons is unstable toward formation of bound hole pairs a pseudogapforms in the exitation spetrum.PACS numbers: 74.20.Mn, 71.10.FdReently, a onvining justi�ation by means of a numerial method hasbeen provided, that the t-J model (TJM) beomes superonduting (SC) inthe region of low doping [1℄. The importane of this result is related to thefat that TJM may serve as a minimal model to desribe doped antiferro-magnets (AF) whih like in the ase of the uprates reveal the phenomenon� Presented at the International Conferene on Strongly Correlated Eletron Systems,(SCES02), Craow, Poland, July 10�13, 2002.(519)



520 P. Wróbel, R. Eder, R. Minasof high temperature superondutivity (HTSC). Aording to some earliersenarios [2℄ underlying some analytial alulations for doped AF, super-onduity is mediated in that system either by redution of the diagonal partof the exhange energy, that orresponds to the Ising model, when two holesoupy nearest neighbor sites or by the exhange of spin waves . On the otherhand, it seems that the mehanism of binding in the TJM is well understoodin terms of the spin polaron (SP) and spin bipolaron (SPB) formation [3℄.A lot of evidene has been aumulated, by omparing results of numerialand analytial alulations, that suh a senario is valid. As examples mayserve alulations of spetral density and eletron momentum distribution,optial ondutivity and urrent orrelation funtion whih takes a form or-responding to a staggered �ux phase. Stimulated by appliability of the SPapproah to desription of many properties whih reveal weakly doped AFwe shall apply that method to the analysis of the hypothetial SC state. Ouralulation expliitly demonstrate that the lowering of energy, by reduingby one the number of broken bonds if two holes oupy nearest neighborsites is ine�etive beause holes an not hop on top of eah other and a lotof kineti energy is lost or in other words the value of the kineti energy israised. In addition, it turns out that propagation of spin exitations in theform of spin waves is not relevant to pairing.In order to be more spei� we will desribe now how to de�ne formallya SP and a SBP. It seems that physis of weakly doped AF is in a straight-forward way governed by two obvious but opposite tendenies to minimizethe kineti and exhange energies represented by two respetive terms inthe e�etive Hamiltonian for suh a system whih is the t-J model. Theexhange term prefers the AF orrelations whih range is not neessarilyin�nite. Coherent hole motion should somehow adjust to the loal spin ar-rangement. If, for simpliity, we assume that the spin pattern may by loallyrepresented by the Nèel state it is lear that the fast motion of a hole reatedin suh a bakground mediated by the hopping term in the Hamiltonian re-ates defets (magnons) in the magneti struture whih raises the magnetiontribution to the energy. That rise tends to loalize holes and thus it turnsout that a onvenient representation for quasipartiles in weakly doped AFis a SP state de�ned as a hole osillating in a loud of magnons reated byits motion and trying to loalize it. Those magnons form strings pinningholes to initial sites. Thus, the polaron wavefuntion may be interpreted asa solution of a Shrödinger equation for a partile in a potential well withthe enter at a site where a hole has been initially reated. Similar onstru-tion may be repeated for a pair of holes reated at nearest neighbor sites.By de�nition, all proesses whih give rise to deloalization are omitted inthe trial Hamiltonian that de�nes those potential wells. The Shrödingerequations whih de�ne a SP or a SPB inorporate proesses related to the



Pairing and Pseudogap in Doped Antiferromagnets 521fast motion of holes with the rate � t and ount the diagonal part of theexhange energy. By applying the full Hamiltonian to the SP basis of stateswe derive an e�etive Hamiltonian, whih also inorporates proesses thathave been negleted at an earlier stage of the alulation. The most obvi-ous proess whih gives rise to oherent propagation of a single qusipartilesmay be desribed in the following way. A pair of defets in the AF patternof spins reated by two onseutive hops of a hole whih has been initiallyinserted at a given site into the perfet AF bakground, may be removedby applying the transversal part of the exhange term in the Hamiltonian.Sine the �nal state represents a hole reated in the ideal AF environmentwhile the intermediate state orresponds to a string pinned to the initial sitethat proess ouples ouples SPs loalized at di�erent sites. Lowest orderoupling between di�erent SBPs may be understood in a similar way. Letus onsider a hole, a defet and a seond hole whih lie in a row on threenearest sites. Suh a state may be obtained in two ways from a state thatrepresents just two holes in the AF bakground. In the �rst ase holes ini-tially oupy the left pair of involved sites, while in the seond the rightpair. In both ases the hole in the middle site hops outwards the seondhole. Sine the �nal state represents a string states pinned to di�erent pairsof sites, we notie that SBP states overlap. If the hole initially reated at theouter site follows the hole whih has made the �rst move, a state is obtainedwhih represents a pair of bare holes shifted by one lattie spaing. Sine thehop is mediated by the kineti-energy term in the Hamiltonian, that proessouples string states related to SPBs loalized at di�erent sites and givesrise to an o�-diagonal term in the e�etive Hamiltonian. The annihilationof magnons by the transverse part of the exhange term may bring abouta transformation of a SPB into a pair of SPs (and vie versa). It is learthat suh an e�et will be produed if two magnons are removed from astring that onnets a pair of holes. Without dwelling muh upon detailswe present now the form of the e�etive Hamiltonian expressed in terms ofoperators hi and hyi annihilating and reating spin polarons.Ĥ � �N̂ = (E1 � �)Xi hyihi + h Xi;Æ;Æ0; Æ0 6=�Æ hyi+Æ+Æ0hi+(E2=2�E1 + u1)Xi;Æ hyihyi+Æhi+Æhi+u2 Xi;Æ;Æ0; Æ0 6=�Æ hyihyi+Æ+Æ0hi+Æ+Æ0hi + u3 Xi;Æ;Æ0; Æ0?Æ hyihyi+Æ+Æ0hi+Æ+Æ0hi+u4 Xi;Æ;Æ0;Æ00; Æ0 6=�Æ;Æ00 6=�Æ0 hyihyi+Æ+Æ0+Æ00hi+Æ+Æ0+Æ00hi



522 P. Wróbel, R. Eder, R. Minas+s1 Xi;Æ;Æ0; Æ0 6=�Æ hyi+Æ+Æ0hyi+Æhi+Æhi+s2 Xi;Æ;Æ0;Æ00; Æ0 6=�Æ;Æ00 6=�Æ0 hyi+Æ+Æ0hyi+Æ+Æ0+Æ00hi+Æhi+s3 Xi;Æ;Æ0; Æ0?Æ[(hyihyi+Æ+Æ0hi+2Æhi +H::) + hyihyi+Æ+Æ0hi+Æ�Æ0hi℄+s4 Xi;Æ;Æ0;Æ00; Æ0 6=�Æ;Æ00 6=�Æ0(hyihyi+Æ+Æ0+Æ00hi+Æhi +H::)+s5 Xi;Æ;Æ0; Æ0?Æ hyihyi+Æ0hi+Æhi+s6 Xi;Æ;Æ0;Æ00; Æ0 6=Æ;Æ00 6=�Æ(hyi+Æ+Æ00hyi+Æ0hi+Æhi +H::)+s7 Xi;Æ;Æ0; Æ0?Æ hyi+Æ+Æ0hyi+Æ0hi+ÆhiÆ denotes links to nearest neibhbor sites. E1 and E2 are eigenenergies ofa SP and a SBP respetively. Other parameters are funtions of J , t andamplitudes of string states in the solution of Shrödinger equations whihde�ne the SP and SBP.We have analyzed appearane of superondutivity in the e�etive modelby means of the mean �eld approah. The behavior of anomalous Green'sfuntions in the region of low doping rougly agrees with results of the nu-merial alulation of Sorella and olloborators [1℄. We observe that theSC order parameter vanishes in the limit of low hole doping, whih may beattributed to emptying the spin polaron band and approahing the Mottinsulator (MI) phase in the nominally half-�lled system. Vanishing of theSC energy gap related to the oherent SC state does not neessarily meanthat the underdoped AF should reveal features of an ordinary Fermi liquid-like normal state, beause the system of freely propagating spin polaronsbeomes unstable against formation of bipolarons [3℄ whih brings aboutopening of a pseudogap in the spetral funtion of a single quasipartile.REFERENCES[1℄ S. Sorella at al.,ond-mat/0110460.[2℄ E. Dagotto, A. Nazarenko, A. Moreo, Phys. Rev. Lett. 74, 310 (1995); V.I.Beliniher, A.L. Chernyshev, A.V. Dotsenko, O.P. Sushkov, Phys. Rev. B51,6076 (1995); N.M. Plakida, V.S. Oudovenko, P. Horsh, A.I. Liehtenstein, Phys.Rev. B55, R11997 (1997).[3℄ P. Wróbel, R. Eder,Phys. Rev. B58, 15160 (1998), and referenes therein.


